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One feature of modern life is its rejection of the 
immediate past. When you look at the appal-
ling twentieth century, you cannot blame any-
one for asking whether we could please start 
again. In Western art music, what Arnold Whit-
tall called in 1999 a ‘possibly extreme reaction’ 
does seem to have set in, where we may see ‘the 
twenty-first century striving to learn from the 
twentieth by rejecting it ... in order to secure the 
total and final demise of anything that might be 
thought of as avant-garde.’1 Why twenty-first 
century musicians would even remember that 
now-curious phrase ‘avant-garde’ is a sobering 
question. Compositional imagination itself has 
largely, perhaps irrevocably, set aside the angst 
that pervaded much music of its immediate 
ancestors. 
A number of insiders have felt it necessary to 
argue the case recently for classical music as 
a whole, angst-ridden or not. It has not been 
fashionable, however, to assert the enduring 
value of the first round of that canon to have 
been called ‘modern’, the round that emerged in 
early twentieth-century Vienna. Writers as dif-
ferent in aim and precept as Ben Earle, Julian 
Johnson and Lawrence Kramer have shown 
by omission that the story of how atonality 
thrived and was understood by its specialists is 
irrelevant, or anyway certainly not central to a 
contemporary view of how ‘modernism’ gave 
birth to post-modern creativity and to why un-
derstanding modernism still matters.2 It could 

be a grim scenario for the Western art musician 
keen on keeping alive the progressive repertory 
of the twentieth century, in a kind of noble ata-
vism that is, one may speculate and hope, more 
persistent and widespread than is evident from 
the profile of our twenty-first century classical 
music industry. 
But theorists to the rescue! A crop of major 
new books is to hand, including, as a relevant 
backdrop to Michiel Schuijer’s Analyzing 
Atonal Music, histories of ordered atonality.3 
Be warned, however, that whereas volumes 
such as Joseph Straus’s Twelve-Tone Music in 
America and Arnold Whittall’s Cambridge In-
troduction to Serialism are in essence about 
repertories, for all that they are about the 
thinking behind and about those repertories, 
Schuijer’s book belongs squarely in the his-
tory of theory: it is about precisely what its 
subtitle states, ‘pitch-class set theory and its 
contexts’; and by ‘contexts’ the author mainly 
means the history-of-theory contexts. Schuij-
er’s book comes off the starting blocks well 
ahead of many musicological publications in 
that it is about music. As ‘new musicology’ 
becomes, all being well, another appalling 
feature of the unlamented last century that 
we can leave behind in grateful release from 
its carping emptiness, it may be that we can 
focus again, after such a disastrous blip, on 
how we think music works. Continental Eu-
rope, Schuijer’s environment, may prove to 
have benefitted from not having subscribed 
to the anti-skill and anti-knowledge trends 
that rampaged through American academe 
in the late twentieth century. ‘Foreign’ Eu-
rope may be a weathervane of scholarship in 
the Anglo-Saxon world, even if out of its skin 
linguistically. A feature of Schuijer’s book, 
from this geo perspective, is that it is writ-
ten in English, superb English. Research that 
began life in 1994 as a doctoral dissertation 
at Utrecht University has flowered here into a 
majestic, globally oriented meditation on the 
nature and history of PC set theory.
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The topical paths through the story that 
Schuijer has decided to tell are constrained by 
the nature of PC set theory. After a chapter for 
orientation and a further chapter for definiti-
ons (‘Pitch-Class Set Theory: An Overture’ and 
‘Objects and Entities’), it will surprise no expe-
rienced reader that the heart of the book in the 
next four chapters covers ‘Operations’, ‘Equiva-
lence’, ‘Similarity’ and ‘Inclusion.’ Schuijer is of-
fering, in the main, a study of something highly 
specific: relations between PC sets. Those few 
words would have been an accurate, if less al-
luring title.
It would take considerable space to no good ef-
fect to offer a review of ways in which Schuijer’s 
theoretical material has been covered before, yet 
he certainly brings new qualities to the largely fa-
miliar landscape he is surveying. For one thing, 
he is as knowledgeable as he is broad-minded. 
He assimilates significant quantities of received 
scholarship in a way that keys in to the expert 
memory banks of the specialist reader or, equally 
valuably, informs those new to the subject or not 
widely read in it. He informs us generously and 
accurately or, where it is opinion rather than fact 
that may be at issue, always reasonably. 
The estimable qualities just outlined can be 
indicated by a bird’s eye view of Chapter 6, on 
‘Inclusion’. Interestingly, if somewhat optimis-
tically, Schuijer wants to see inclusion relation-
ships in terms of an ‘ontology’, interpreting the 
set complex as having its ancestry in the tonal 
system. That questionable idea (to which I shall 
return) aside, consider the ground that he covers 
in this section alone. He offers a conspectus on 
the nature of inclusion by means of tonal and 
atonal extracts and weighing up the different 
approaches of, for example, Allen Forte and Ge-
orge Perle to the opening of Schoenberg’s Op. 
11, No. 1. There follows a consideration of the 
fundamentals of what mathematics says a set 
and inclusions are, taking in ancillary matters 
such as parsimonious voice-leading, and Lewin’s 
phenomenological musings. Having briefly 
aired the essence of Messiaen’s modes, illustra-
ted by a snippet from Le Banquet céleste, and en 
route asked of a different example ‘where is the 
Petrushka chord? Can it be separated from the 
commentary it has elicited?’ (p. 202), Schuijer 

then loops back to harmonic networks evident 
in Vogler, Weber and Schoenberg arriving at 
Forte, whose idea of the inclusion relationship 
in The Structure of Atonal Music reminds him 
of ‘the studies of combinatoriality by Milton 
Babbitt, David Lewin and others’ (p. 206). The 
chapter goes on to explore in some depth, with 
exceptional lucidity, the K and Kh relationships 
known to adherents of Forte’s system, and once 
again Schuijer turns to the tonal model for com-
parison, details of which I leave it to the reader to 
savor. He finds significance, first, in that later PC 
general theory would recycle the seductive, if ul-
timately unverifiable notion of ‘distance’ in rela-
tionships between recognized groups of pitches; 
secondly, in that the idea of a ‘grand tradition’ 
helps us to regard PC inclusion relationships as 
‘integral to the theory from a performative per-
spective’ (p. 217), which he is going to follow up 
in Chapter 7 by a frustratingly brief look at mu-
sic-analytical consequences. Finally in this part 
of the study he charts something of the history 
of attitudes towards PC set theoretical analysis in 
recent decades, and focuses rather unfortunately 
in my opinion on the Forte/Taruskin confron-
tation (Music Analysis, 5/2-3, 1986) that was no 
more than an attitudinal skirmish.4 
If that account of one chapter serves to exem-
plify the richness and scope of Schuijer’s explo-
ration, it will be equally obvious that anything 
less than utter clarity of argumentation and 
the presentation of compelling evidence would 
make the whole thing intolerable. This goes to 
a wider praise point about Analyzing Atonal 
Music, that its author surely does possess the 
necessary musical and mathematical expertise, 
harnessed to a pleasantly authoritative style 
that inspires confidence in the reader. Reading 
the earlier chapters that are primers on the ba-
sics of PC set theory, it seems possible actually 
to enjoy them. Schuijer is particularly strong on 
explaining conceptual relationships, often cor-
recting those found in the PC set theory lite-
rature. He has the qualities of an outstanding 
Math 101 professor. In particular, in the earlier 
parts of his exposition Schuijer distinguishes 
carefully between set-theoretic properties in 
general and algebraic properties in general. 
I know of no other account that does this so 

4 As the journal editor who approved and printed that skirmish, I certainly mean no disrespect to its two 

revered authors, who would probably be equally sanguine nowadays to note that they were offering positional 

statements rather than profound theoretical argumentation on extensive evidence.
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comprehensibly and pertinently. To be shown 
repeatedly how one or another set-theoretic 
proposition does or does not stand up alge-
braically is a treat for those theorists who may 
need to take on trust, perhaps suspiciously but 
without the means to make a formal critique, 
the mathematical foundations of ideas about 
chromatic pitch space. For that reason, along 
with many others, it is easy to figure how this 
volume could be used as a textbook, though it 
may not be so easy to identify institutions that 
offer serious atonal music theory courses rather 
than surveys—and, as with other kinds of mu-
sic theory, Schenker especially, but PC set theo-
ry also, a little knowledge is a dangerous thing. 
Whether Schuijer’s sense of history is as secure 
as his sense of structural theory may be a slightly 
unfair question, since there is a world of diffe-
rence between those two aspects. Nevertheless, it 
is a question that any committed reader is bound 
to have in mind. First, the case for finding tonal 
analogues in atonal thinking, mentioned above, 
is neither new, obviously, nor necessarily as at-
tractive as it might seem. What may look to the 
twenty-first century theorist like tonal analogues 
in atonal thinking may not be such at all. We 
have to wait and see how atonal thinking is going 
to be developed by atonal composers; or, if like 
late-Renaissance Neapolitan chromaticism, and 
Scarlattian stylistic counterintuitivity, that thin-
king is not in fact going to be developed compo-
sitionally, ever, then maybe there will never be 
any way to situate atonality in an evolutionary 
picture of cultural genesis. There could be consi-
derable pedagogical benefits to be derived from 
Schuijer’s repeated and ostensibly convincing re-
minders of potential fit between tonal and ato-
nal theory, yet the historiographical implications 
are barely spelled out in this volume, and they 
might be alarming. Schuijer avoids all mention, 
for instance, of Will Ogdon’s tonal reading of 
Schoenberg’s Op. 11, No. 1,5 yet a presentation 
and perhaps endorsement of Ogdon’s work and/
or its ilk would add substance to Schuijer’s ra-
ther programmatic plea to us readers to think 
of atonality as some kind of tonality. This is the 

flip side of the spat between Forte and Taruskin 
referred to earlier; a cosmetic rapprochement is 
not deep scholarship either. 
The argument here could well be extended to 
the evaluation of poietic or esthesic evidence as 
privileged by one and another example of PC set 
theory analysis. For example, however we choose 
to interrogate Schoenberg’s compositional inten-
tions, for instance as to whether he is thinking 
somehow tonally when composing atonal music, 
an underlying decision does have to be made: 
what should and what should not count as evi-
dence towards a credible analytical methodology, 
if we are saying that some purely abstract method 
with no claims to poietic or esthesis pertinence is 
absurd (what Perle called ‘martian musicology’)? 
Whether we applaud or reject Ethan Haimo’s ex-
ploration of that issue,6 including its counter-ana-
lysis injecting supposedly Schoenbergian thinking 
in a new, post-Fortean ‘reading’ of Op. 11, No. 1, I 
doubt that Schuijer can be said to have taken the 
argument any further more than a decade later. 
Not only is the tonal analogue a less than con-
vincing aspect of Schuijer’s thesis, but a second 
thread also poses at least as many questions as it 
answers. ‘PC set theory’ we are told, ‘was driven 
by a major development in the field of twen-
tieth-century composition, that is, twelve-tone 
serialism’ (p. 225), although serialism never led 
to much interest in PC set theory outside of the 
United States, and PC set theory in its turn ne-
ver showed ‘an exclusive commitment’ to serial 
music – far from it, of course. He knows very 
well that there is more to PC set theory than it 
being purely an offshoot of serialism, an ‘un-
likely’ scenario as he rightly tells us (p. 225). 
Whereas he is strong in telling us what PC set 
theory is about theoretically, he barely touches 
on its etiology, as I have already indicated. Here 
again I sense a certain monomania—and it 
does require extraordinary tenacity to produce 
such a fertile yet coherent book as this—since 
for example Schuijer is certainly aware of Jo-
nathan Bernard’s visionary study of the his-
tory of PC set theory.7 He therefore knows that 
Bernard, in the most definitive history to date, 

5 ‘How Tonality Functions in Schoenberg’s Opus 11, No. 1’, Journal of the Arnold Schoenberg Institute 5/2 (1981), 

169-181.

6 ‘Atonality, Analysis, and the Intentional Fallacy’, Music Theory Spectrum 18/2 (1996), 167-199.

7  ‘Chord, Collection, and Set in Twentieth-Century Theory’, in: James Baker et al. (eds), Music Theory in Concept 

and Practice, Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 1997, 11-51. See my brief comments on the Bernard 

chapter in Music Theory Spectrum 21/1 (1999), 107.
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tells a story of, for instance, duplication of ef-
fort, and of what Bernard goes so far as call the 
simply ‘inexplicable.’ Nobody would want to 
deny the concurrence of PC set-theoretical and 
serial preoccupations among several generati-
ons of Western art music’s most imaginative 
recent composers, but that concurrence pro-
bably comes down to lines of creative practice 
and theoretical speculation that criss-crossed 
without rhyme or reason in a period of such 
cultural flux that it is best described—itself a 
massive human endeavor, merely to assimilate 
our musical legacy—rather than too casually or 
prematurely explained. When it comes to tonal 
analogues and the driving force of serialism in 
PC set theory, you would think Schuijer would 
have taken a serious look at George Perle’s 
work, especially in his Twelve-Tone Tonality,8 
but again it is something missing and again one 
has to question whether the author has played 
his two historiographical wild cards, tonality 
and serialism, at the right time or in the best 
way. 
As the book claims to address ‘analyzing’ music, 
one might wonder when the issue of segmenta-
tion will arise. It comes late, and subdued. As 
far into 306 pages as p. 227 we are told that ‘it 
is one thing to find relations between PC sets; 
quite another to claim that these relations as-
sure coherence … . However, the decision to 
represent musical structures by PC sets … has 
deeply informed the notions of similarity that 
were applied to these structures.’ An intriguing 
facet of Schuijer’s work here is that in his explo-
ration of PC set theory, the credibility of which 
relies so crucially on how it is seen ‘to repre-
sent musical structure’, he offers not one single 
example of thorough PC analysis of a piece of 
music, let alone critique of such analysis. That 
significantly inflects his enterprise. Strikingly, 
he does footnote the advice that ‘examples of 
the application of set-complex theory to larger 
works include’ Forte on The Rite of Spring and 
Schmalfeldt on Wozzeck (p. 212, note 30), yet 
he avoids even a cursory judgment of the range 
and significance of substantive PC-set analyses. 
After all, what Schmalfeldt claimed about Woz-
zeck was quite something, an outstanding theo-

retical discovery of ‘master’ hexachords if true. 
Douglas Jarman, skeptical of the full range of 
claims of PC set theory, nevertheless welcomed 
Schmalfeldt’s study as ‘a stimulating and provo-
cative addition to the lamentably small group 
of writings that attempt to get to grips with the 
pitch organization of Wozzeck’;9 and Anthony 
Pople, also skeptical because Schmalfeldt sup-
presses issues of extended tonality, nevertheless 
accepted that her account of Berg’s masterpiece 
was generally at least as valid as those by Jar-
man and Perle.10 However, Schuijer effectively 
sidelines questions such as: if the theory is so 
important, then where are all the PC-theory 
based analyses of seminal compositions from 
the early to mid-twentieth century? And why 
has this theory failed to inspire readings that 
have become accepted, if not necessarily ‘true’ 
accounts of the musical content of some of the 
best loved atonal compositions? 
Schuijer does seek to answer those questions im-
plicitly as a by-product of his characterization of 
PC set theory as one that could be formalized, 
but was hard to operationalize. One must doubt, 
though, whether his critique of PC set theory on 
the grounds of perception is the best or final ans-
wer. He notes that in his Chapter 3 ‘it was shown 
that the assumed independence of PC sets from 
musical articulation seriously hampers their veri-
fication’ (p. 269), and yet without launching into 
a music-theoretical excursus from planet tonality 
the reader will know perfectly well that common-
practice ‘harmony’ also has an assumed, categori-
cal independence from musical articulation itself. 
Chords and their theorized tonal relationships are 
entities we identify. They are not entities that – to 
introduce just once here Schuijer’s word that I 
personally find almost too complex to be permis-
sible in thoughtful discourse – we actually ‘hear’. 
Also in Chapter 4, he remarks that the concept of 
PC set equivalence ‘does not help to explain why 
we hear a musical composition that way … accor-
ding to the rules of scientific explanation’. Further 
on, PC set similarity relations discussed in Chap-
ter 5 cannot be what I would call the substrate of 
coherence, we are told, ‘if the elements by which a 
piece of music coheres are not directly perceived’, 
another formulation ripe for Occam’s razor. Over-

8  Perle, Twelve-Tone Tonality, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977. 

9 Review in Music and Letters 65/3 (1984), 294-296; 296.

10 Review in Music Analysis 5/2-3 (1986), 265-270.
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all, Schuijer’s commentary on coherence gives in 
to a kind of empirical despair even to the point 
of agreeing with Taruskin that ‘PC set theory [did 
not] provide … insight into past compositional 
practices’, a dismissal of breathtaking assumpti-
ons, such as the assumption that there is ever any 
context in which we truly gain ‘insight’ into some-
thing called a compositional ‘practice’ (p. 269). 
Now, even though the comments above show 
that I am far from persuaded by some aspects 
of Schuijer’s general critique of PC set theory, 
the real point here is to ask what he makes 
of his own conclusions. Suppose one were to 
agree, knowledgably rather than from the myo-
pic generalized dislike of music theory to which 
PC set theory has been subjected often enough 
over the decades, that PC set theory ‘is not an 
explanatory theory, but the codification of an 
analytical practice’ that ‘serves to guide the ana-
lysis’ (p. 270). Much as that may put the reader 
into an empirical comfort zone, shielded from 
Babbitt’s urge to erect scientific credibility for 
ideas about PC space (and Schuijer discusses 
Babbitt’s key role in atonal theory at length and 
convincingly), the question of where ‘the analy-
sis’ is actually to be found in the literature would 
seem to be all the more acute. Such comments 
may amount to a call for a supplementary vo-
lume where the author could provide a com-
parative discussion of existing atonal analyses, 
helping us to probe below the methodological 
surface into their significant musical strengths 
and weaknesses. 
There is much to contemplate in Analyzing 
Atonal Music. As should be plain from a review 
that has not avoided debate with an outstan-
ding interlocutor, the book is a formidable 
achievement. All too often academic reviews, 
adopting the hubristic manner of publishers, 
offer the word ‘indispensible’ as if it meant so-
mething, when in truth most books from good 
scholars and from good presses are somewhat 
worthwhile but certain to fade away in the dark 
of print. I have the feeling that Schuijer has gi-
ven us something different here, a volume that 
is not likely to be superseded and that not only 
we but also future generations, curious to know 
how people thought atonal music worked, will 
consult. I believe he has chronicled, rather bril-
liantly, a slice of music history and theory that 
may remain of interest for a long time.  

(Jonathan Dunsby is professor of music theory 
and chair of department at the Eastman School 
of Music, University of Rochester, New York)
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